R. D E SAPIO
Let /: M n -» X n be a homotopy equivalence between two closed, differentiable (of class C°°) %-manifolds such that / induces, from the stable normal bundle V k (X n ) of X n in the in + ifc)-sphere S n+k , a bundle over M n that is equivalent to the stable normal bundle V k (M n ) of M n in S n+k . Then it is found that the disjoint union X n ϋM n bounds a differentiable (n+1)-manifold W n+ί with a retraction r: T7 W+1 -» X n such that the restriction r\M n is equal to the given homotopy equivalence /. Furthermore, let n = 2q -1 or 2g, where g ^ 3, and suppose that X n is simply connected if n = 2g -1, and that X™ is 2-connected if n -2q. , then M n and X π are diffeomorphic up to a point. In particular, M n and X w are homeomorphic.
It was S. P. Novikov who first gave sufficient conditions for
homotopically equivalent, closed, simply connected ^-manifolds M n and X n to be homeomorphic, provided that n ^ 5. In this paper one of his sufficient conditions is replaced by a weaker condition. The other condition of Novikov is assumed here, namely that the given homotopy equivalence /: M n -> X n has the property that the induced bundle f*V k (X n ) is equivalent to V k {M n ). The homeomorphism obtained here is actually an almost diffeomorphism (as was obtained by Novikov) in the following sense: an almost diffeomorphism of closed w-manifolds M n and X n is a homeomorphism g: M n -> X n that is a diffeomorphism except possibly at a single point. For n Φ 3,4 this is equivalent to the statement that there is a homotopy ^-sphere V n such that M n is diffeomorphic to the connected sum X n # V n . Of course Novikov's conclusion is stronger than the one obtained here in that he concludes that the homotopy ^-sphere V n bounds a parallelizable manifold, which may not be the case here. This is due to the fact that we have removed one of Novikov's conditions on the homotopy equivalence.
The reason for removing this condition is clear from the following example. Let n -9 or 13 and let M n be the tangent (n -l)/2-sphere bundle to the (n + l)/2-sphere. Let X n be the connected sum of M n with a homotopy ^-sphere that does not bound a parallelizable manifold; such homotopy ^-spheres exist at least for n = 9,13, and 15 (see [5] [2] ). A more trivial example of this would be to take M n = S n the standard ^-sphere, and to take X n to be a homotopy w-sphere that does not bound a parallelizable manifold, say for n = 9,13, or 15.
In other words, what is desired is a necessary and sufficient condition for two closed ^-manifolds M n and X n of the same homotopy type to be almost diffeomorphic. A necessary condition is that there exists a homotopy equivalence /: M n -> X n such that / induces, from the stable normal bundle of X n in S n+k , a bundle over M n that is equivalent to the stable normal bundle of M n in S n+k . This follows immediately from the fact that homotopy ^-spheres have trivial stable normal bundles in S n+k (i.e. they are τr-manifolds). However, in general this necessary condition does not appear to be sufficient, although it is in fact a sufficient condition for almost diffeomorphism in either one of the following two cases:
1. n = 2q > 4 and M" is (q -l)-connected (see [6] ). 2. n = 2q + 1, where q is even and M n is (q -l)-connected and stably parallelizable such that H q (M n ) is cyclic (see [2] ). In general the necessary condition above does imply the existence of a cobordism between M n and X n with a certain nice property. Then in order to conclude that M n and X n are almost diffeomorphic we make an assumption about this cobordism. In all honesty, it must be said that this assumption is really quite unsatisfactory at least because it is not a necessary condition in general.
Differentiate (or smooth) will mean of class C°° and all manifolds are assumed to be differentiate, compact, and oriented (except as noted). 1* The cobordism* For a space X and integer n ^ 0 there is defined the w-dimensional unoriented bordism group 3l n (X) as developed by Conner and Floyed [1] NOTATION. Let V k (X) denote the stable normal bundle of a manifold X in euclidean space.
with boundary the disjoint union X n U M n and a retraction r: [1, Th. 17.5, p. 49 ] to conclude that the manifold W n+ι of Lemma 1 (and hence of (a) in the theorem) may be taken to be orientable; hence by application of the method of Browder and Novikov as employed in the following proof, the manifold W n+1 of (a) in the theorem may be taken to be simply connected.
Proof. For convenience write n = 2q -1 or 2g, q ^> 3. In the first place if r*V k (X n ) is equivalent to V k (W n+1 ), then it can be shown that this condition is equivalent to the condition of Novikov and hence it follows from the theorem of Novikov that M* and X n are almost diffeomorphic. However, the assumptions made here are sufficient to insure that we may apply the technique of Browder and Novikov (see [6] or [8] ) to kill the kernel (which is finitely generated at each stage) of r*:
. It is only necessary to check that each element in the kernel of r* for i < q is represented by a smooth embedding S* -• W n+1 with trivial normal bundle. The existence of the embedding is due to Whitney-Haefliger (since n + 1 > 2i + 1 for i < q) and the fact that it has trivial normal bundle follows from an argument similar to one due to Milnor [7, Th. 3] 
where i: X n -• PF %+1 is the inclusion and ί^ is an isomorphism, we see that d is trivial and hence φ \ dD q x 0 is homotopically trivial. Thus φ is homotopically trivial and, since X n is simply connected, it follows from the engulfing theorem of [4] that φ(\J 3 -dD] x 0) is contained in the interior of a combinatorial %-disc embedded in X n x 1. The boundary of this disc may be smoothed in X n x 1 to conclude that φ (\Jj 3D) 2 n+ί is a simply connected ^-manifold and since X w and Λf^ have the same homotopy type, Hi(dW 2 n+1 ) = 0 for 0 < i < w. Thus dW 2 +1 is a homotopy ^-sphere, as desired.
REMARK. I should like to thank M. Hirsch for informing me that the engulfing theorem of [4] could be applied here. I later discovered that this engulfing theorem could also be applied to the more complicated situation found in Case 2 below.
Case 2. n = 2q. It follows from (1) and [9] is a homotopy w-sphere.
LEMMA 2. 7/ ^4. and B are simplicial complexes such that A is simply connected and B is (q -ϊ)-connected, then ΊZ^A V B) = π { (A) + π t (B) for l^i^q.
This is a well known result in homotopy theory and follows from the fundamental fact that
and the relative Hurewicz theorem, noting that H i+1 (A x B, A V JB) = 0 for i m q. We shall apply this lemma to the case where
Since A V B has the homotopy type of (X n x 1) fydW^1 with a point removed, we shall write for convenience
]-point .
We begin by showing that we can assume that r | A V B is the identity on A -X n x 1-point and is, after changing the g-handles in the decomposition of W n+1 if necessary, homotopically trivial on B = SW^-point. It will then follow that the homomorphism
that is induced by r \ A V B is the identity on τr q (A) and is zero on π q (B) . We shall divide this argument into two steps. For convenience introduce the notation
+1 is the disjoint union of the "lower" boundary X n = X n x 0 and the "upper" boundary Y» = (X n x 1) #3TF 2 Λ+1 .
Step 1 where h* is induced by the inclusion. Since r is a retraction, this short exact sequence splits and θ is the unique homomorphism such that r*θ is zero and h^θ is the identity. By the relative Hurewicz theorem the g-cells ΰ] x 0 attached by means of φ represent a set of free generators --,8) and note that, by the theorems of Haefliger, each z ά may be represented by a g-sphere S) that is smoothly embedded in the interior of FΓ fl . We may suppose that the S) are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from X n x [0, 1/2], Now choose an %-disc that is smoothly embedded in X n x I and then, for each j = 1, , s, choose a smooth (q -l)-sphere within this w-disc in X n x J such that these (q -l)-spheres are pairwise disjoint. For each j = 1, « ,s run a tube of the form S q~ι x 7 in the complement of X n x [0, 1/2] in V^1 from the j-th (q -l)-sphere in X n x J to S% these tubes being pairwise disjoint, such that the result is the manifold I* x -| with g-cells attached. We may then thicken these g-cells so that the result is a manifold of the form
that is smoothly embedded in Vΐ +1 ; here λ is a smooth embedding of
be a g-dise with dBj = λ(3J9? x 0) such that B) \J λ {D) x 0) is a (/-sphere embedded in -point is homotopically trivial.
Step 2 (X n ) is the identity for all i and Hi(V? +1 , X n ) = H^V^1, X n ) = 0 for all i Φ q. In dimension i = q we recall the set of free generators {xj I j Φ 1, . , s} for fl" g (FΓ +1 , X") and that the element was represented by the smoothly embedded g- We now turn to the study of the embedding ψ. Note that ψ I dD\ +1 x 0 represents an element in π q (A\/B) and clearly rψ \ dD\ +l x 0 is homotopically trivial. Therefore, since the homomorphism of (2) is the identity on π q (A) and zero on π q (B), ψ \ dDl +ι x 0 is homotopic to a map dDl +1 x 0-+J3 and thus ψ is homotopic to a map
We should again like to apply the engulfing theorem of Hirsch and Zeeman [4] and conclude that ψ is isotopic to an embedding with image in B. To this end note that B is a (q -l)-connected 2g-manifold and hence has the homotopy type of a wedge of g-spheres \f k S embedded in S, each ^-sphere Si smoothly embedded in B. Hence ψ is homotopic to a map with image in y k S q k and it follows that in the language of [4] , t(U; But a result of [3, Th. 1] The corollary follows from the proof of the theorem.
REMARK. It can be shown that any homotopy ^-sphere bounds a simply connected (n + l)-manifold N n+ί .
In view of the above theorem the following question arises naturally: Can JV^1 be taken to be [(n -l)/2]-connected? If the answer is yes, then the condition on W n+1 given in (b) of the theorem is necessary and sufficient for M n and X n to be almost diffeomorphic (n ^ 5 here). However, the answer is negative for n = 2q -1 and q = 3, 5, 6, 7 (mod 8) since in this case N n+1 would necessarily be parallelizable if it were (n -l)/2-connected. This is so because τr g _ 1 (>SO) = 0 for q = 3, 5, 6, 7 (mod 8) . Hence the homotopy sphere obtained in (b) of the theorem bounds a parallelizable manifold for n -2q -1 and q = 3, 5, 6, 7 (mod 8) , and thus the condition given there is not in general necessary for M n and X n to be almost diffeomorphic.
